If one reads history, one will see that the enemy has had many people from their own side that were either friendly, or in general betrayed their own kind.

Most of them are psychopathic and carry hundreds of mental illnesses, which aren't even "illnesses" - for them, it's common sense. The enemy is a lot like Mordor in this case. Elves can't make sense of them. But in their orc minds does exist their own orc logic… or something.

Being as is the case, that their side treats them like worms, or for numerous other reasons they choose to "dabble" between our side and that of the enemy, trying to cut for themselves a better deal. The other side, Aryans namely, and Gentiles, are also rife with such traitorous examples. Christianity and Islam were based on many traitorous Gentiles.

One example is how many "Kings" exterminated many of their people only for a bag of shekels, or just mindlessly promoted Christianity and butchered half of Europe to "impose lord Christ". In most of these cases, it can never be that these people were fully "Gentiles", and the jews also call their own that do these actions "Infested with the spirit of Amalek". This is a nod to both racial bastardization, and also bastardization at the soul level.

Jews, when one of their own is not "acting right", they have ranging levels where they make judgment. They know about all of this and more. Meanwhile, Gentiles, even here, are totally oblivious. For example, there can be people preaching literal Sunday school, and people can be sitting there with an open mouth, ingesting that.

In most cases, people who are likewise crap attract one another like magnets. It is a frequent phenomenon I have seen where one jew will back another jew up no matter what, almost in an unconscious fashion.
Another problem in this community is rather poor knowledge. We have tried to correct this with millions of pages, sacrificing our life. One day, the fruit of this will be understood. Meanwhile the enemy sits on already acquired, generational knowledge, especially so in how they manage themselves.

Imagine, for example, people who know of the cycles of the moon, and people who simply don't. To the second people, the people observing the moon or knowing the sign, are mere lunatics. They can't perceive their reasoning.

A lot of the reason for the exposure of the enemy does not come simply from our side directly, it also comes from them making mistakes and exposing themselves. It comes from huge backstabs they have done; them opening their mouth on secret information, them disobeying their command, and generally all the stupid shit that Gentiles consider "Normal" and say it is part of a "Democratic" system.

Normally, in most cases, it's not their top Rabbis that do this. They know better, and they know that, for example, they will never really be accepted. It's usually these lower levels who do this, but happen to have the title of a "Rabbi". They don't come anywhere close to the higher ones, who are most of the time teaching from a distance and very carefully.

Most of these are in Israel, one has never seen them on a TV, and probably never will. Only their works survive. Rarely some other information.

At the same time, Gentiles not only don't have a spiritual hierarchy, but they also have a wrong religion with a 5th column hierarchy that backstabs them everyday. Therefore, any knowledge to understand spiritual matters or the normalcy of having a spiritual backing, has been lost to our side for centuries.

Most of this was replaced by brats, idiots, and other people with mental disorders; all of which have nothing to do with actual "Spirituality". Being so the case, that many of these brats know everything, they think everything is about elections, democracies, and other sorts of corn fed garbage that one listens to since they are an infant.

In wars, there are no "Democracies" among the military. Imagine a war unit, and every fucking idiot points a gun and shoots their own, is no part of formation, and
disobeys their command, or goes and runs into hiding. Or sits down to have a sandwich in the middle of the war. One fucker has a problem with their side, goes to the other side to tell a plan - the war is lost, millions or who knows how many lives, in the gutter, because of an idiot's feelings.

Jews are strict with these things; they don't fuck around. This is how they maintain themselves. Meanwhile, Gentiles are filled with "holier than thou's" and idiots who cannot put themselves second, even though they never paid attention: they are on the last wagon.

Never came in terms with this reality. If they ever understand this, they choose to lazy out instead or some other counterproductive thing, which leaves themselves ruined. This makes a person dysfunctional, untrusting, and remaining stuck in the bottom of the ladder with anyone else as so many people are. A total disaster.

Many of these examples are online with occultists. Speaking a lot, having accomplished zero, if maybe, deceiving some people on Reddit on a 5 dollar bill they found after summoning, supposedly, all of "Hell and all of Heaven" to do so. Woohoo, what an adept!

Recently, I was reading on a centuries year old jewish manuscript, where a young kike was trying to "Translate" to English to give in the "Diaspora". The kike thought it was "moral", "good", and "nice" to do so. Rabbis of the top thought otherwise. I read in some websites that they instantly cursed the kike who was doing the translating. Haven't seen them post in over two years now. It is normal to assume it was either censored, or it died off.

If this book made it out then the enemy would be doomed. The same goes for many other things which Rabbis didn't pay attention to. Much of this came out because of undeniable force from Satan and the Gods, whom they cannot control. As they lost control of this, they were exposed to humanity. In turn, they are doing their best to cover it up now, and while trying to explain their own lies.

"It's not that we are calling you goyim, you silly goyim. It means animal and slave yes, but it's not what you think it is." Yes it's not, it's actually way worse than that.
Top Rabbis of their own know all of this. They try to put up a war, and many of them even knew it was a lost war to begin with. They know the whole story that we have unmasked here about the reptilians, and what they are here to do, and the ramifications that will happen if they do not, and that they are slaves for a specific mission. Even further goes the sadism, they enjoy it.

One cannot apply normal human psychology to these things to find a reason to any of this.

It was, for example, Rabbis and Jews that made the decision that making some texts public was a smart idea, or that shouting in a video camera was necessary to shout at the Goyim that they will sacrifice them, which later on they found the videos and exposed their extreme plans for ruining everyone. Other things happened by "mistake".

Now, jews are going to fall because of this. Then on our side, we have stupid or just very innocent people asking things like: "Oy vey, how did this even happen? Why?". As if we are living in a peaceful village, and not during some war for the future of this world...

For example, it is not infrequent for Rabbis in their books and other things they write, to write at least some facts and some truth in them. This is necessary for them to be able to lie and to deceive. Extreme contradictions are also part of their books and religions, as anyone with a brain can observe.

For example, they will say that our Gods do not exist, yet on the next page they will have an elaborate prayer to "Banish" the said "Demon". They will say they have "One God", but their so-called "One God" has endless "Names", all of which are a different "Name". Each of these calls a different level of their reptilian hive, and different segments. "One God", bullshit.

They will also say that they have no "Idols", but they have the Mezzuzah that they put on their doors; they literally worship their own letters, and their top ones readily admit their "God" is a reptilian and a hive mind of many of these. "No Idolatry", bullshit.
It is typical in many of their writings to make the obviously lying claim that "Demons are allegories" and that our Gods do not exist. Next page one flips, they write crazy shit on how this "Demon" killed X Rabbi or drove X Rabbi insane. Because it doesn't exist goyim, that is all.

So do the Demons exist or not? They clearly do, and they feel their effects, which can be damning to the Jews. Jews know above all else what they have caused to global Paganism, and what attack they have conducted on the Ancient Religions of the Gentiles.

Jews warn jews all over the "Torah" to not even associate or even remotely think of uttering the names of the Demons, and they cite many stories of "Their own" where they have been destroyed by the so called "Demons". Constant psychic warfare is required for them to even remain at a decent state.

Because Rabbis want to keep the Gentiles atheistic [unspiritual], and oblivious to their own power, they say most of the time that these "Gods of the Goyim" do not exist at all.

In Satanism, those who will advance are those who are in Satan's confidence. It amazes me how often I see idiots assume that somehow, Satan, being as powerful as He is [for those who know], cannot see or monitor x situation or x person.

Clearly, people like this have not yet experienced the full power and effects of Satan. Oftentimes, people like this aren't close to the Gods, nor do they yearn. Those who are and those who strive, will see and understand this perfection and providence that I describe here, and they will see that the Gods don't do "errors". When this is understood, consciousness becomes different, and people can understand.

This is what divides lower levels of understanding from higher. Many people are still living on mental memes created by Jews in their head, but upon observation of the Gods, those who "dwell" on them will understand that these beings are very "in control". There is no better way to put this, or to describe this.
In the JoS main, it is given a clear warning: do not be a dabbler. Dabbler doesn't mean one is having doubts, or questions, or is even suspicious of things, or has serious blockages in advancing. Dabbler means one is with two feet in two camps. There have been said cases. As far as can be seen, none of them are still alive. There are others who are on the pending list.

Both the enemy and our Gods will hate on the dabbler viciously, the first because they betrayed them and disobeyed them, and the Gods because of the same reasons. In street talk, everyone hates the snitch and the bitch.

The Gods take the non-dabblers seriously. When one stops that, and they work, they are taken seriously. If one has made this mistake, they are supposed to even this out immediately.

Unlike the enemy, our Gods have patience, and will understand who does this for being an actual traitor, who simply is undecided, and who does this for other nefarious purposes. They generally have aeons old patience for these matters, so one is in no need to worry if they are experiencing doubts, or other hampers to their progress. So long as the heart is true, and it fights to advance, it's a good heart.
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